PennAccess: Lauder-Fischer Hall

Entrance Information:
256 South 37th Street. Philadelphia. PA. 19104

1. The southeast entrance across the Lehman Brothers Quadrangle from Vance Hall is level with the first floor. The two pairs of double doors are manual and open outward.

2. The northwest entrance from Locust Walk next to the McNeil Building is ramped and leads to the second floor. The manual double doors open outward. To reach this ramp, you must come from Locust Walk, as the path from the 37th St. Walk is at a lower level than the beginning of the ramp.

Elevator Information:
• There is one elevator on the southeast side of the building.
• There is a lift to the teaching podium of the first floor lecture hall. This requires a key; call the Building Administrator at 215.898.3591 to arrange to use this lift.

Accessible Restrooms:
• All restrooms in the building are accessible. All have manual doors, and some are heavy.

Building Information:
• The main lecture hall on the first floor has areas for people using wheelchairs and a wheelchair lift onto the teaching podium.

Hours:
• Lauder-Fischer Hall is open Monday through Friday from 7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m., during the Fall and Spring Semesters.
• Summer Hours: The building is open Monday through Friday from 7:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m.
• The building is closed on weekends and holidays.